OUR SERIOUS LIFE

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY youths with never a serious thought in their lives and a healthy disregard of anything of importance is the opinion often expressed of college and collegiate youth. Yet we wander in vain around our institutions of higher learning to see those careless individuals that we would expect to find if popular opinion is correct. What do we find but a group to whom everything from opinions on religion down to distributions against the local officer of the law are essentially grave and earnest.

Even when it comes down to such vague and haphazard things as amusements, this essential seriousness of the student is still apparent. Although it may be but a matter of getting drunk, he goes about it as methodically as if it were a serious problem. There is no attempt to get stoned gracefully and pleasantly as it is done in foreign countries. He obtains the wherewithal and gulps it down as rapidly and systematically as his ability allows. His serious aim at the moment is to get drunk.

He may cut classes, too, but it is seldom if ever simply because he's not in the mood to attend. He thoughtfully weighs the pros and cons and arrives at a decision. In fact, he seems to do little or nothing flippantly on the spur of the moment. It is almost an impossibility for him to leave his serious attitude toward everything for even a few moments. His pleasure and his work both suffer from this unchangeable attitude. No wonder students commit suicide!

As We Like It

WITHIN THE LAW

A dramatic revival of a second-rate play is usually heralded by ostentatious gestures with a heavy, larny voice. And yet, these often and hardly ever cause such revulsion that it seems from the theatre to influence them with its muzzy crumbliness and deadly pallor. But much of the audience has already heard about reviving "Within the Law." The son of Jose Covel's evident acting in the play back in 1912 were vividly brought to mind by a similar performance of a difficult part by Tansey in the play. The chronicler of Mary Turner they see, has proved as the son of Jose Covel, and is now
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